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A DISCUSSION OF THE VAN DER WAALS EQUATION
AND ITS .RELATED EQUATIONS OF STATE
by
George

L. Landolt, Ph. D.* Hsing-yie Ting**

The failure of the ideal gas hw recognized by the Joule-Thomson experiment
led Van der Waals to derive his equation of state for gases and liquids. In this
paper the limits of this equation are discussed in comparison with the ideal gas
law. and a short remark is made for the related modifications of the Van der
Waals Equation.
INTRODUCTIO~

1.The Ideal Gas Equation of Shte
An ideal gas may be regarded as one whii:;h obeys Boyle ’s Law and Joule's
Law. The former states that at constant temperature
PV ＝α，（ a

constant)

(1-1)

and the latter states that the intern1l energy U of an ideal gas depends on the
absolute temperature T only, or
U=U(T).
(1-2)
From the kinetic theory viewpoint this amounts to neglecting the volume occupied
by the molecules themselves, and to assuming that no intermolecular forces
exist.
Based on these assumptions, we derive the ideal gas equation as follows: First,
since the state of a gas could be defined by three vari"lbles P, V, and T, we may
consider that P depends on V and T. Thus, P=P (V, T), and we write
dP= （~）TdV + （﹔早）vdT
From Eq. (1-1,)

Vdp 十 pdV =0

（日）

at c::mstant T, or

（~辛） T＝一手－
From Maxwell’S second

relo:r~ion

s
（﹔1' ）戶（前h
p

(1-4)

of thermodynami呵，
1 8Q

get

=T Cay)T
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and from the first law and Eq. (1-2)
dU
oQ=dU+PdV= （一一） dT 十 pdV
dT
oQ
so that
\.aY)T=P•
Hence

ap

p

C~i')v ＝于，

and by substituting for the partial derivatives in Eq. (1-3,J
p
p
btain dp ＝一一
dV+ -dT
V
T
dp, dV dT.

p' V
T
一－一－－－
If we integrate and call the constant of integration lnR, we get finally

PV=RT
’

(
1-5)

which is the equation of state for an ideal gas.
~.

The Jou1e-Thonumn Experiment.
The deviations frcm the ideal gas law are hard to measure experimentally,

since they represent small fractions of the total pressure at a given temperature
and volume. For this reason, a method of detecting the departure from the ideal
gas law, called the Joule-Thomson Effect, is of great experimental importance. In
an earlier attempt, Joule allowed air to expand freely into an evacuated vessel,
and measured the temperature at the beginning and end of the process. Because
of the relatively large heat capacity of the surroundings, he was unable to detect
any significant effects by using this method. Later, during they years 1852 to 1862 •
accompanied by Thomson in a series of experiments, they improved they free-expansion experiment by throttling the expansion so as to permit a continuous flow
of gas from a region of higher pressure
P1 to one of slightly lower pressure pz.
Both were kept constant through a porous plug separating the two regions in
a thermally insulated device such as
that shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1
After the experiment had run for some time, a steady state was reached in
which no heat was exchanged between the wall and the gas; Any temperature
difference between T1 and T2 is then due only to the expansion of the gas.
It is easy to show that the enthalpy of unit mass of gas was unτhanged as it
flowed through the plug. When a volume V 1 of gas was pushed into the vessel at

cons叫 pressure Pi. work

f P叭＝ P凡 was done on 恤

sample of gas. A缸

passing through the plug, the same mass had a volume V2, and did work P2V2 in
passing out of the vessel. Thus t)1.e external work done by the gas in the process
was P2V2-P1V1. It was assumgd that no heat was absorbed, so that if U1 was the
internal energy when the gas entered, U2 when it left, the first law of thermody一 146 一
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nam1cs gives
U~ － U1 ＝一（ PsVs-PiV1)

or
U1 十 P1V1=Us+P2V2.
Hence
H1 ＝－二 H2
Thus the change was at constant enthalpy. We may write

(2-1)

dH=TdS 十 VdP=O,

but

恥（﹔~）pdT十（主）卅

then

dH=

We have

TC,.平均（..＿~）u+T

but

aS

•H

T

（誇州十〔Tφ 十 V〕恥。
aT
ap

(

aS
)T+V=O,
ap

（主）r ＝一（玄）P,

(2-2)

Cp=T

（莘泊，

Hence Eq. (2-2) becomes
aT
1
av
（~）II =c；〔T 勻。p-V〕﹒

(2-3)

The term (aT/aP) R is what we called the Joule-Thomson coefficient µ. It is
measured from the change of temperature AT dividedby the pressure difference
AP. It is zero for an ideal gas and can be either positive or negative for a real
gas. Under room temperature most real gases have positive values of ιwhich
means that when subject to expansion they will be cooled. As for hydrogen and
helium, µ is nf'gative and they will be heated when expanded, for an ideal gas
neither heating nor cooling will be observed. Because molecules of a real gas have
definite volume and there are intermolecular forces between them, in the process
of free expansion, part of its energy must be used to increase its potential energy
in order to offset these factors, and the temperature drops. Accordingly, a real gas
will not follow the ideal gas law except under near ideal conditions, i. e. low pressure and high temperature. Pointing out the postulates described, J. D. Van der
Waals in 1873 presented his dissertation ”。口 the Continuity of the Gaseous and
Liquid State" the famous equation of state for real gases and liquids, which bears
his name.
3. Th~ Van der Waals Equation of St.ate
The original deduction of Van der Waals’ equation lacks uniformity from a
mathematical view point, in which two correction terms have been put together
and substituted into the ideal gas equation. In this section we use concepts of
statistical machanics to derive it.
For monatomic gases the potential function U of two molecules is a function
of distance r between them, we denote U is (r) to re pre sen-~ the pote ntial energy
between molecules (atoms) 1-and 2. This takes the form of the curve in Fig. 2;
along the ab ~issa is plotted the distance r between th弓 male:mles. F or small distan~es U12 b弓 reases for a decrease in distan雪巴， corresponding to rep u lsive force.s
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between the molecules. Starting approximately
at 伽 point where the curve crosses 伽 axis，↑

it rises steeply so that U 13 soon becomes extremely large, corresponding to mutual "impenetrability ” cf the molec:ules. (For this reaso 口
the distance r is scmetimes called the "radi us ” of the atom.] For large distances U 13 slowly increases asymptotically approaching zero.
The increase of U13 with distance corresponds

Uu

0

to .mutual attraction of the molecules.
Fig. 2
Assume B’( T) is the energy of interac:tion between two molecules in the gas
of volume V,
B ’( T)

=if (1-e -Uu/KT) dV.

(3-1)

Because U is a function of the distance between the molecules ::m妙， we write dV
=4:irr2 dr in the above integrand. Splitting up the range of integration over dr into
two parts wehave

B’的＝叫：叩－ e-U的T)r2 d叫n'f~。（1-e-U伽）的（3-2)
when ,. lies between 0 and 2r。， the potential e.nergy U 12 is generally very large.
Thus in the first integrand the quantity EXP （一 Uia/KT)can be neglected compared
with unity. This integrand is then equal to

b’間？
= . -:irr 一﹒
This amounts to four times the ”volume ” of an atom (molecule) with radius r.,.
(For polyatomic gases the con弓tant b ’ is not nec:essarily equal to four times the
釗volume ”

of

the molecules.)
In the second integrand, the

absolu-~e

value of U is never larger than U o (Fig.

2） ﹔ thu弓 U12/kT

in this integrand is always small compared with unity, even when
Uu=-U.,. Hen:;e we can expand EXP （一 Urn/Kr) as a pJwcr series in Uu/KT keeping
only the first two term弓 and w;:i h 主va th~ se :;ond part of Eq. (3 2) equal to
•

1 ( ~ 2:irU nr2dr.
kT J: o
Sin:::e, in the whole range of integra~ion, Ul!l is negatfve, the whole integral is also
negative ; we shall write it in the form a ’/ kT, where a' is a positive

-

B’( T)=b ’ a ’/ kT

Eq. (3 2) becomes

con弓tant.

Then

(3-3)

The free energy of real gase is
NRT

F=Fb +---v--B’( T)
where Fb is

th弓 free en弓 rgy

- •

(3-4)

of an ideal gas
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Fb ＝一 RT log苦十 Nf(
and N is the Avogadro number, substituting this and Eq. (3一句 into Eq. （各一旬， we
then obtain

-RTl吋－ RT (lcgV 一手J 一手

F=Nf(T)

(3一句

where b=Nb’, a=N2a ’. For moderate density, we may say that the volume of the
gas is certainly larger than b, hence b/v<:, l, and making use cf the fact that for
x<:,1, log (1 十 x) =x, we find that the relation holds for
log

(V 一的＝州十 log (1 －~） ＝卅一手

Therefore Eq. (3一句 may be written in the form
F=Nf(T) -RTlogV (V 一句一手
=Fb-RT log

(1 一手〉一手

(3--6)

In this form the formula satisfies the conditions stated for real gases, since
for large V, it goes over to the formula for the free energy of an ideal gas; and,
for small V, it ensures the impossibility of unlimited condensation of the gas (for
V＜仇 the argument of the logarithm becomes meaningless, i. e. when the gas was
liquefied further compression was impossible.) From thermodynamics we get
。F

RT

P ＝一 Cay-)r= V三吾－ ya

Hence

(P÷ 乖） (V-b) =RT

(3-一7)

Here we have derived the Van der Waals equation cf state.
UISCUSSION
4. Viri'.ll Equ1t!on and the V:m de:r W!l!lls Equ'ltfon
At infinite volume, we know that real gases will approach an ideal gas with
equation of state PV =RT’。r PV /RT =1. At smaller volumes, deviations occurred
and we can expand the quantity PV/RT in series inl/V ; the term independent of
1/V will be unity, but the other terms which are different from zero for real gases,
will be functions of temperature. Thus we can write
PV

前＝ l+B

1

(T) （引＋ c (T) (

vY
1

+.

(4-1)

The quantity PV /RT is cf ten called ·Che virial, therefore Eq. ( 4-1) is called the
virial equation of state ; and the quantities 1. B (T) , C (T) , et::.,. are called the
virial coefficieni;s. In the third section we derived the interaction
molecules is B’( T) =b’

- a' /kT, for

b ε tween

two

c:ne mole cf them it will be equal to NB’ (T)

=h’N-a'N/kT =h-a/RT. This is the second virial coefficient B (T) , neglecting
higher terms of (1/V) we have- from Eq.
PV

a

RT =l 十 （ h-RT)

(4一 1)

l

Cy)

(4-2)
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It indicates that for high temperatures (b>af RT) the pressure should be greater
than that calculated for an ideal gas, while at low temperatures (b<a/RT) the
pressure should be less than for an ideal gas. The temperature

TB ＝長

(4一句

at which the second virial coefficient is zero so that Boyle ’s Law is satisfied
exactly as far as terms 1/V are concerned is called the Boyle temperature.
We now take the Van der Waals equation (3 一7), expand it in the form of Eq.
(4一心， and

see if the second virial coefficient agrees with the value given in
Eq. (4-2.) We have
RT

1 •

P=y 二b-a （ γY

RT
b
=-v(1-v
R~
b
＝γ 〔l+y-

P~V
長T=l+

)-1-a Cv)

+ Cvb )a-i- .........]

b
Cy--RTV)

=1+ Ch--tr)

+bs

-a

1

（手）2

Cy )z 十．．．．

c-J-）十 b2 吽）s+.

(4-4)

agreeing with Eq. (4-2) as far as the second virial coefficient is concerned, but
the third virial coefficient found by another method is not consistent with b2. In
other words, th巴 Van der Waals equation is correct as far as the second virial
term is concerned, but no further, and indicates that the equation is a new approach (not an exact one) to the description of the behavior of real gases .

.a.

’

Critical State and Van der Waals Constants
In Fig. 3 we give isotherms as computed by the Van der Waals equation, for

low temperatures the isotherms show a
maximum and minimum - the minimum
corresponding in some cases to a nega 司
tive pressure. Also we note that there
is one isotherm at which the two extrema coincide, so that there is a point
of inflection on the curve. This is the
pcint marked C on Fig. 3.
At every lower temperature, there
are three separate volumes corresponding to pressures lying between the minFig. 3
imum and maximum of the isotherm.
This is indicated by a horizontal line, corresponding to constant pressure, and
which interse cts one of the isotherms at Vi. 丸， and Va. We may say that there are
~ree states p ossible. Thermodynamically the one which has the lowest Gibbs free
~mergy will b e the stable state ; the other states, if they existed, w ould change
一菇。一
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irreversibly to this stable state.
Suppose we follow an isotherm, increasing the vclume at constant temperature,
and suppose the isotherm lies below the temperature corresponding to point C.
Then at first, the smallest volume V 1 has the lowest Gibbs free energy. A pressure is reached, however, at which volumes V1 and Va equal the lowest energy. The
state V2 has a higher free energy than either V1 or V3 under all conditions, so that
it is never stable. Above a certain pressure (below a certain volume ] the state of
smallest volume is stable. At a definite pressure this state and that of 、 larger
volume can exist together in equilibrium, and below this pressure only the phase
of largest volume exists.
The isotherms of the Van der Waals equation then correspond over part of
their length to states that are not thermodynamically stable, in the sense that
their free energy is greater than that of other states, also described by the same
equation, at same pressure and temperature. In Fig. 4 we give revised isotherms
with only the stable phase shown. In the region where two phases are in equilibrium, horizontal lines are drawn, indicating that the pressure and temperature are
constant over the whole range of volumes between the two phases in which the
system is a mixture of them. The revised isotherms are plainly very similar to
those of actual gases and liquids.
From Fig. 4 it is clear that the critical
point is the point C of Fig. 3, at which the
maximum and the minimum of the isηtherm

"
....

::l

目
的

心
』

coincide. We can easily find the pressure,
temperature, and volume of the critical po-

已
J
/
/

int in terms of the constants a and b from
Volume
Fig. 4
this condition. The most convenient way to
state the condition analytically is to dem'1nd that the first and second derivatives
of P with respect to V for an isotherm vanish simultaneously at the critical point.
Thus, denoting the critical pressure, volume and temperature by Pc, V c, and Tc,
Weil

have

p

RTc

a

(5-1)

c=v﹔三b-V~2 ’

aP
R• c
2a
RTe
2a
（計）T=0 ＝－~＋ y舌， Tτ-:::fiT=v手，
3P

2RTe

6a

2RTc

6a

c;v2)T=o=cv；＝你－ ve• ’了--;=-ti)8 ＝ η

(5-2)

(5-3)

We can solve Eqs. (5-1), (5-2) , and (5-3) simultaneously for Pc, V c, and Tc, we
get

P e ＝多（多） , Ve ＝統

RTe ＝多 c-F)

These equations allow us to calculate the critical vclume
3 R巾
V,, (Van der Waals)=3b=3 （于：；－） .
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(5一句
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If the Vander Waa ls equation were satisfied esactly by the gas, the critical

volume determined in this way would agree with the experimentally determined
critical volume. The real critical volume is not far different from (3/8) (RT c/P c,)
bu-~

the latter is larger. This is one cf the simple st ways cf checking the

equa 帽

tion and seeing tha i: H really dces not hold true, a lthough it is qualitahvely reasonable.
Using the valuesof Pe, V e, an<l Tc fr c m Eq. ( 5- 4) , we can easily write the
Van der Waals equation with a little
P
V
〔Pc 十 3/ C v~YJ

manipula ·~ion

This form is express ed in ·i:erms cf ·::he

if the scales d

·~empera 七ure,

pressure,

in the form

V
1
8 T
〔 v;;---:r 〕 ＝－3『 Crc).
ra·~ics

and

(5

6)

P /P c. V /V c, and T /Tc, showing ·i:hat

vιlume

are

adjus~ed

to bring

·~he

cri-

tical pcints into coincidence, the Van der Waals equa"i:icn fer any ·two g a ses will
agree. This is called the law cf corresponding states. Real gases do not actually
satisfy this conditicn, so this is another reas on t o d oubt the accuracy ι f the Van
der W aall'i equation.

6. Calculut {on of Van der wa!lls ’ Conshnts
Using Eq. (5- 4) we can calculate Van der Waals’ constants a and b directly
from the experimentally measured critical pressure and temperature ;
a二

'27
64

(RT c)

1

RT

一一一一 ， b=- c~：_c) .
Pc
8
Pc

(6- l)

Also we can obtain these constants by means cf measuring the Joule-Thomson
coefficient and Cp for real gases assume they all obey the Van der Waals equation, we have from the next section
。T
（頁）H

=c;1

(-b 十 RT)

·

(6- 2)

From this we can calculate the quantity Cp (aT/0P ）耳， and plot the resulting functidn as a function of 1/T. This should give a straight line, with intercept -b, and
slope 2a/R.
A study between

cons·~ant

a and the ionization potential (V) of inert gases by

Y. P. Varshni* showed that a plot of constant a against 1/V4 will give a straight

line, with the relation
1部 . 33

α ＝－ 0 . 0004478+ v「

(6-3)

where a is in atmosphere x cm4 and V in volts.
Other methods to determine the Van der Waals second constant b are ;
( I ) Measurement of the mean free path of gases, from which molecular radius

is calculated and using the approximate relation
16

(6一4)

b二百N:>tr3

wliere N is t heAvogadro number;
* Y. P. Varshni, J. Chem. Phys., 21, 1119 (1953).
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(Il) Measurement of the coefficient of viscosity of the gas （η）， if molecular
d is known, we may have b from the relation

di~meter

b=3

(7t/R也〉υzη

（6」〉

M is the molecular weight of the gas measured.

7. The

Joule-Thoms』n

Effect

We take Van der Waals’ equation in the form

a

p 一 RT

-v=b-V2

We have

Ca-1)p ＝一

T

(7-1)

(aP/aT)v _
(aP/aV)T

1

-

R/ (V-b)

一

一一，一－‘－－→＝＝

V-b
V-b
2a (V-b)2
2a (V-b)2 =r一〔 l+
RTV3
十........﹒〕
RTV3

=-1:_ (V-b ＋些＋·········）
RT
,/
Neglecting the higher terms cf 1/T, then we have

av

l

.

（函T)p=T (V-b+RT )

(7~2)

Substitutein Eq. (2-3) and the result is
aT
1
（語）H=c已（一 b+

iff) .

(7-3)

From Eq. (7-3) we see that at high temperatures b> (2a/RT) , the coefficient is
negative ; at low temperatures
(2a/RT) , the coefficient is positive. That is,

b<

since AP is negative in the experiment, corresponding to a decrease in pressure,
the change cf temperature is positive at high temperatures, leading to a heating of
the gas, while it is negative at low temperatures, cooling the gas. The temperature
2a/Rb, where the effect is zero, is called the inversion temperature ; by comparison
with Eq. (4-3) , and is twice the Boyle temperature.
If a=b =0, Van der Waals’ equation of state reduces to the ideal gas law, and

（門〉

(:;) H=0.

Hence an ideal gas would show no heating or cooling for the Joule-Thomson Effect.

8. Difference between Cp and Cv
The differencξin heat capacities may be expressed as
。p

av

(8-l)

Cp 一 Cv=T （孟于） v 勻T)p.
For a gas which obeys Van der Waals’ equation
aP
R
（孟T)v =y-::.o

av

（一〉
aT P

Thus

_ R/ (V-b2
--RT/ (V .

. ·=··

Cp 一c v 一一千且一一一
- 1_ 2a ( V - b)2
RTV8
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+

、，
td

--

V au
T s
三V

ra
－－
F、
R－

G一
可自一

’EE、
E

R -i +

(8-2)

and by neglecting the higher terms we obtain

CpP 一 Cv=R 〔1 ＋ ~ι〕
RTV .

（各一3)

This shows that only when the gas is at high temperature the difference in heat
capacities is always greater than that fer an ideal gas (R) . If temperature is
slowly raised, the value decreases more rapidly when approaching R.

9. Some Remarks On Other Equations of State
The fundamental concepts which are expressed by the Van der waals equation
are undoubtedly true, but it could hardly be expected that it would be possible to
develop a complete theory of the gaseous and liquid state from such simple assumptions - those upon which the theory was based. The equation does not enable us
to connect in a quantitative manner the properties of gases at low pressures.
Various attempts have been made to modify the Van der Waals equation, and
a very large number of equations nearly all of them empirical have been put forward‘ Thus Clausius proposed his second equation*
(9-1)
〔P 十 一一－~一一~〕 （ V-b) =RT
T (V+c)
in which a，丸 and c are co".lstants. This and other equations were examined by
Kammerlingh-Onnes and all were found to be unsatisfactory. In 1901 they proposed
a virial equation similar to Eq. ( 4 －。
PV=RT+BP 十 cp2 十 DP3 ＋﹒．．．．．

（今－2)

It can be extended to as many terms as are needed to represent the experimental
data (PVT) to any desired accuracy.
D. Berthelot gave the equation of state as:
(P+TVs) (V-h) =RT

(9-3)

This equation is somewhat better than Van der Waals’的 pressures not. much a .
bove one atmosphere, and is preferred for application in this range.
One of the best empirical equations is that proposed by Beattie and Bridgeman.**
P =[ RT (1-e) /V2] ( V+B) -A/V3
A=Ao (1- ,; )

，悶。（1斗）

, e=fta

(9-4） 『
（弘一5)

It contains five constants in addition to R, and fits the PVT data over a very

wide range of pressures and temperatures, even near the critical point to within

0.5%.
Other equations of state analogous to Van der Waals’ can be expressed in a
"' Clausius• fi rst equation is P {V- b>= RT
"'"' J. A.Beattie and 0. C. Bridgeman, Proc. Am. Acad. Arts Sci., '63, 229~ 308 (1928)
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general form*
(P+aV11Tm ] ( V-bV•) =RT

(9-6)

(a) Van der Waals

n=-2, m=O, s=O;

(b) Benson & Golding
( c) Eyring

n=-5/3, m=-2/3, s=-1/2;
n= -2, m=O, s=2/3;

( d) Dranen

1. n=l.69, m=O, s=O;
2. n=2, m=l/3, s=l/3 ;

( e) Ishikawa & Ikeda**
n ＝一（ 2-e)

, m=O, s=O.

Benson & Golding’s equation is better than Van der Waals’ and that of Berthelot’s.
under the critical conditions. Preliminary calculations based on Dranen’s equations
give satisfactory qualitative agree m ent for the experimental isotherms of argon and
nitrogen. The equation proposed by Ishikawa & Ikeda includes the concept of
molecular association, and is valid for 66 kinds of normal and slightly polar substances extended to the liquid-vapor coexistence region.
10. Conclusion
The Van der Waals equation of state has inspired much theoretical and experimental work and it is believed that a general qualitative equation of state is possible for gases and liquids. But two features are still vague to us; (1) a complete
picture of molecular interaction and (2) the related molecular forces which govern
these interactions. Recent attempts to apply modern concepts of atomic structure
and quantum mechanics to the derivation of an equation of state have not led to
any noteworthy success.
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van der

Waals 氣種方程式與其

相關狀雄才程式之討論

丁幸一輛

蘭德學＊

委

搞

焦耳一湯腦森之實驗，確定理想氣體定律不適用於普通氣體，導致 Van

der

Waals

對普通氣

體分子附加二項假定：

(1）分子本身佔有體積，故氣體分子活動之空間較理想氣體者為小。

{2)

分子間有引力存在，此力使外界對於普通氣體前施之壓力較施諸於理想氣體若為大。

白白上之假定 Van der Waals 導出其著名之狀態方程式（ P ＋字）（ V-b) =RT
本文除對此方程式用統計方法導證外，並將之奧理想氣體定律相比較，且討論其缺點並附此狀態

方程式之各種修正式。

＊省立中興大學理工學說化學系，客座教授

林省立中興大學理工學隨化學系四年級生
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